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Abstract 
In this paper, we will show that a classical theorem of topology is, in fact, a combinatorial 
one, holding in all projective spaces. In the finite case, that is in the case of Galois geometries, 
this result enables us to obtain many equations between parameters. The easier ones, relating to 
the complete cell decomposition of Grassmarm varieties, are the classical identities introduced 
by Sylvester in the study of the theory of the partitions. So we start by recalling the Sylvester 
equality; in Section 2 we shall define Schubert cells and related theorems in the abstract case; 
finally, in Section 3 we shall consider Galois projective spaces. 
1. Sy lvester  equal i ty  
Proposition 1. In the ring 7/[q] of polynomials with integer coefficients in the indeter- 
minate q, for any choice of N, M E ~, the product l-I~=l(1 -q  J) divides the product 
I-I M+N ( l j=M+I'," -- q J)" 
Hence the quotient 
G(N,M; q) := 
(1 - qM+l ) . . . . . (1  - qN+M) 
(1 - q ) . . . . . (1  - qN) 
is a polynomial (with finite degree r)  in 7/[q], the so-called Gauss polynomial. 
It was introduced by Gauss in order to generalize the binomial coefficients (~t)' In 
fact, for N > M, we define 
and obtain some properties analogues to those of binomial coefficients. For instance: 
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Now let i E ~ and p(N,M,i) be the number of partitions of i in no more than 
N summands none of which greater than M. We have 
Proposition 2 (Sylvester equality, see Andrews [ 1 ]). The Gauss polynomial G(N, M; q) 
is the #eneratino function of p(N,M,i), that is 
G(N,M;q) = ~ p(N,M,i)q i.
i=0 
2. Schubert varieties 
Let Sn be a projective space of dimension n >/3 and let G(n, d) denote the Grassmann 
variety of  its subspaces having dimension d. Sn is a desarguesian space, hence it is 
coordinatized over a field •. In the following, Ai will denote the affine space of 
dimension i (i > n too) over •. 
Let V be a fixed flag (i.e. a sequence of mutually incident subspaces): 
z :=(t,'oC ~ C . . . c  Z~_~ c ~ =&), 
where V/ is a subspace of S~ of dimension i. 
Corresponding to the multi-index ~ := (ao, al ..... aa) E ~d+l the Schubert variety 
a(~) is the set, 
a(~) := {A E G(n,d): dim(AN V~,)>~i}. 
Obviously, a(~) = 0, unless ao ..... aa is an increasing sequence of integers less or 
equal to n. 
As special cases we have the whole Grassmann variety G(n,d) = a(7) with 7 = 
(n -d  . . . . .  n) and the space Va = a(6) with 6 = (0 . . . . .  d). 
Corresponding to the multi-indices ~ for which a(~) ~ 0, we define also the following 
proper subset of a(~): 
W(~) := {A E G(n,d): dim(A fq Vai) = i and j < a i =¢~ dim(A N Vj) < i}. 
Remark. a(c¢) and W(~) depend on d but not on n: in fact, in their definitions occur 
only the subspaces Vj with j<~aa, so that the expression 'A E G(n,d)' can be replaced 
by 'A E G(Saa,d)'. 
We introduce the usual order relation in the set of multi-indices: for/3 := (b0,.. . ,  bd) 
we define /3 ~< ~ if bi <~ ai for every index i = 0 . . . . .  d, and fl < ~ if fl <~  and bj < aj 
for some j. 
Proposition 3. (i) I f  ~ and/3 are such that a(~) and a(/3) are not empty and/3 < ~, 
then a(/3) C a(a); 
(ii) /f  ~ ~ 13, then W(a) fq W(/3) = 0; 
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( i i i ) / fa  and fl are such that tr(ct),tr(fl) ¢ 0 and moreover fl <<.~, then W(fl) C a(a); 
(iv) W(a)= a(a) \  U a(fl): fl < a; 
(v) G(n,d) is the disjoint union of the sets W(fl) with fl <<.7; 
(vi) ~(ct) is the disjoint union of the sets W(fl) with fl <~ . 
Proof. (i) Since bi <<.ai for all i, Vb, C_ V~, and, for any set A, AN Vbi CAN Va,. 
If A E a(fl) then dim(A N V~ i ) I> dim(A n V6, ) i> i hence A E tr(~). 
Moreover, if bj < aj and A is in general position in a(a) (i.e. such that A tO Vb~ ¢ 
A N Vaj ), then dim(A M Vbj ) < j = dim(A tO V~j ). 
(ii) Let, for instance, bj < aj: then dim(A fq Vbj) ----j for any A E W(fl) while for 
A' E W(c¢): dim(A' to Vbj) < dim(A' n V~j) = j .  
(iii) Let A E W(fl): we have bi<~ai for all i, hence, dim(AN Va,)>1 dim(AN Vbi) ---- i, 
then A E a(e). 
(iv) W(ct) C_ a(~) by (iii); if A E a(fl) and bj < ag, dim(A N Vbj) >~j while for 
any A' E W(ct): dim(A' N Vbj) < dim(A' f~ V~j) = j: then W(~) C_ a (a) \  [.J ~(fl): fl < ~. 
Conversely, if A E a(a) \  U a(fl), then dim(AM V~ ) = i for all i, since if dim(AM V~j) > j 
there exists bj < a) with dim(A N Vbj) = j and so A E ~(fl), fl < ~; and the same 
argument shows that bj < aj implies dim(A tO Vbj) < j. 
(v) This follows from (vi) because G(n,d)= cr(7 ). 
(vi) For any A E a(~) the intersections of A with the subspaces of the fixed flag V 
have a well-defined imension: if bi is the smallest integer for which dim(A N Vb,) = i 
and we set fl := (bo . . . . .  bd), then A E W(fl). Since A E a(~) (i.e. dim(AM Va,)>/i for 
all i), we have bi<~ai for all i and hence fl~<~; from (ii) it follows that A belongs to 
a unique W(fl). [] 
d Proposition 4. Let [~l :-- 7]/=oaj • Then there exists a one-to-one correspondence 
between W(a) and the point set of the affine space Ai with i -- I~1 - d(d + 1)/2. 
Proof. Let us set ~j := (a0 . . . . .  aj_l ) for j = 1,.. . ,  d + 1. We shall prove the proposi- 
tion by induction on j.  W(al ) is the set of the points in V~ 0 which are not in Vao-I then 
it is isomorphic to the point set of Aao (for ao = 0 we set V~ o_ 1 = 0 since dim 0 = -1  ). 
Now assume W(~j) -~ Ae ~- ~f  with f = ao+ .. .  +aj-1 - ( j  - 1) . j /2 ;  for any 
A E W(~j+I), d im(AN V~j_,) = j -  1 and AM V~j_, E W(aj). Let SaTjcV~j be 
a subspace such that Saj-j N V~j_~ C Vaj_l-l: then A tO Sa~-j will be a point not in 
Vaj-1. Since dim(Vaj_l NSaj-j) = aj - j  - 1 and (V~j-1NSaj- j)CSaj_j ,  then the set 
{A N Saj-j: A E W(~j)} is an affine space Aa_j ~- ~J- J .  Then there is a one-to-one 
correspondence b tween W(~j) and the product At × A~j_j ~ ~i and between W(~j) 
andAi as well, where i=Y+aj - j~-ao+. . .+a j - j ( j - l ) /2 .  [] 
From Propositions 3(v), (vi) and 4, it follows: 
Theorem (cf. Ehresmann [3]). The Grassmann variety G(n,d) and each Schubert va- 
riety ~(~) are disjoint unions of (subsets isomorphic to) affine spaces. 
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Remark. In the case of real or complex projective spaces, the affine spaces are homeo- 
morphic to the balls defining their metric structure: hence, we can obtain Ehresmann's 
theorem on the cell decomposition of real and complex Grassmann and Schubert 
varieties. 
Ehresmann's theorem states that the Grassmann variety G(n,d) and each Schubert 
variety a(a) are disjoint unions of the open /-dimensional cells W(fl) with fl < 
(respectively, with fl < ~), i --- It[ - d(d + 1)/2. 
This theorem is the basic result in order to study cohomology groups and to define 
the Chern characteristic classes of vector bundles (see [3], [2]). 
3. Galois spaces 
Now, let Sn = PG(n, q) be the projective space of dimension over the Galois field 
GF(q), where q is a power of a prime. 
Proposition 5 (see Hirschfeld [4], Segre [5]). (i) The cardinality of S, is IS.I 
n i 
~i=0 q ; 
(ii) let An be the affine space associated with Sn: then 1,4.1 = q"; 
(iii) let G(n,d) be a Grassmann variety: then 
[G(n,d)[ --- G(d + 1,n - d;q). 
(G(d + 1, n - d; q) is the value of Gauss polynomial by specializing the indeterminate 
to the value q). 
Proof. (iii) By induction on d: IG(n,O)[ = [Sn[ = 1 + q + ... + qn, iG(n,d)l = 
]G(n,d-  1)[. ]S,_al/ISd[; hence 
IG (n ,d ) l  = 
(1 +- . .  +qn) ' (1  + ' "  +q" - l )  . . . . .  (1 +. - -  +qn-a)  
(1 +q) .  (1 +q +q2) . . . . .  (1 +. . .  +qd)  
Multiplying both numerator and denominator by (1 -q)d+l the equality is proved. [] 
Proposition 6. The set of the multi-indices fl c ~d4-1 such that f l~? and the dimen- 
sion of the affine space correspondin9 to W(fl) is i, has cardinality p(d + 1, n -d ,  i). 
Proof. Since W(fl) # 0 (so that fl is an increasing sequence of integers bi ~n)  and 
fl < ?, ( := 7 - fl will be a nonincreasing (d + 1)-tuple of nonnegative integers which 
are thus not greater than go = n - d; moreover, I(I = Iwl - I/~1 = (d + 1)n - d(d + 
1)/2 - i - d(d + 1)/2 = (d + 1)(n - d) - i. Then the requested cardinality will be 
p(d+ 1 ,n -d , (p+ 1) (n -d) - i )  and this number is equal to p(d+ 1 ,n -d , i )  because 
for any partition ( := (z0 . . . . .  Zd ) of (d+ 1 ) (n -d ) - i  in no more than d+ 1 summands 
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none of which is greater than n -  d, ( '  := (n -  d -z0  . . . . .  n -d -  Zd) is a partition of 
i in no more than d + 1 summands none of which is greater than n - d. 
From the above theorem in the case of the whole Grassmann variety G(n,d) we 
obtain again, under the assumptions of this section (i.e. if q is a prime power), 
Proposition 2. Let  N := d + 1, M := n - d. Then 
G(N,M; q) ---- ~ p(N,M, i)q i. 
i=0 
Note that Ehresmann's theorem (and, in the abstract case, Proposition 3(vi)) provide 
decompositions not only for Grassmann varieties but also for each Schubert variety. 
So we would like to compute the cardinalities of Schubert varieties in Galois spaces. 
Again, let N = d + 1 and, for j = 1 . . . . .  N, ~j = (a0 . . . . .  aj-1) E ~J. Moreover, 
let us set aj. := (b0 . . . . .  bj_l) with bi := Min(ai, a j _2 - j  + i+ l), F(aj+l;q) := 
la(~j+l)l ,F(aj+l ;q) := la(c~+l )1. We have the following: 
Proposition 7. For  j = 1 . . . . .  N 
, . ( ISo~l-Isoj_, l~ 
F(~j+l;q)-F(°~J+l'q)=F(°~J;q)" IsA Isj-al J 
Proof. In fact, a(ct~.+l ) is the subset of a(ctj+l) consisting of the spaces A belonging 
to Vas_ ~ (and fulfilling the other Schubert conditions expressed by means of the multi- 
index aj+l ). When, on the contrary, the space A E a(~j+l ) has some points out of Vaj_,, 
then A' := (AN V~j_, ) E a(aj), and for every choice of A' and of a point x E Vaj - Vaj_, 
there exists exactly one A like that; moreover, each A has [Sj[- IS/-~l = qJ points out 
of  Vas 1" 
Remark.  Proposition 7 enables us to compute the cardinality F(N, a; q) := F(O~N; q) of 
a(~) in PG(n,q): in fact, we know that F(cq;q)  = ISa0[; for every j we have a~ < aj 
and the set of multi-indices aj < ~j is a finite set. 
Sinceaj>.j and qJ I S j l - IS j - l l  divides ISajl--Iaaj_,l = aj ~- ~i=a)- i+l  qi, then F(N, ~; q) 
is a polynomial in 7Y[q]: let r be its degree. 
For i C [~, 2 := (a0,al . . . . .  ad) E Nu with ao < al < - "  < ad, let us consider the 
set of the multi-indices fl C ~N such that fl < ~ and the dimension of the affine space 
corresponding to W(fl) is i. Let re(N, ~, i) be its cardinality. 
Hence, in the case of Schubert varieties we obtain: 
Proposition 8. F(N,~; q) is the 9eneratin9 function of ~(N,~, i), that is 
F(N, a; q) = ~ n(N, ~, i)q i. 
i=0 
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